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York Central
Emerging Masterplan Exhibition

Join the conversation
“Please let us know your thoughts about
our proposals for The New Square.”

The New Square
The New Square will provide a new city-scale space at the
threshold between the core city centre and York Central.
The square will have different identities and characteristics,
reflecting its multiple roles as a space for arrival, gathering
and activity for the city.
Coal Drops

Known for intimate spaces and medieval
streets, York also has a tradition of larger
squares including Exhibition Square, St
Sampson’s Square and Parliament Street.
Drawing on examples elsewhere in the UK,
The New Square will establish a series of
individual spaces with different functions
and characteristics.
The New Square will be made up of three
spaces: York Central Gateway, forming an
entrance /threshold to the city; the Coal Drops,
marking the entrance to the new western
concourse for York Station; and Museum
Square, a gateway to the Museum formed
by the new Central Gallery proposals and
facilitated by the diversion of Leeman Road.
Diagrams illustrating the possible
layout of The New Square
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The New Square towards the new station entrance
The Coal Drops area will form a flexible space
for a range of activities, performances and
events. The recessed nature of the space
will make it feel intimate and protected from
passing traffic. Black stone paving could
be used to reference to the Coal Drops
former use, whilst a water mist feature would
reference the former presence of steam trains
on the site.
Passing traffic will be managed carefully
with provision of two generous pedestrian
crossings to create a sense of pedestrian
priority. There is also potential for a train to sit
alongside the edge of the Museum where the
boulevard meets Station Square.

